
TO THE LIE OF THE
GREEN NEW DEAL

sayingno
while offering a hopeful alternative rooted in ecological realism + spiritual reconnection

THE CLIMATE CHANGE LIE

Climate change is not the central problem humanity faces, nor is greenhouse gas 
pollution from fossil fuels its sole culprit. 

Toxic overshoot is the heart of the beast. The exponential growth of 
techno-industrial civilization, enabled by fossil fuels, has resulted in a dramatic 
alteration of the natural composition of the planet and our bodies:

• Overpopulation, or too many people, consuming and polluting too much, exceeding 
the Earth's carrying capacity.

• Overconsumption, or the use of natural resources faster than the Earth can 
regenerate them and pollution beyond her capacity to assimilate it.

• A life-destroying web of manmade toxicity beyond the normal ecological damage 
resulting from overshoot. Two huge culprits are:

◦ Electromagnetic pollution–the new silent spring–caused by electrical, wireless, 
and other technology today, which is wreaking havoc on all life on the planet 
and is a massive lever for the powers-that-be to weaken and manipulate us.

◦ Geoengineering, carried out for decades on a mass scale, is artificially 
modifying the weather and atmosphere. Results are widespread toxic rain, 
toxification of soil, flora, an fauna, atmospheric warming and ozone depletion, 
blockage of the sun, induced droughts, rain-starved fires, altered geologic 
activity, and more.

core message



THE CLEAN ENERGY LIE

"Renewable" energy is anything but clean and green. Solar panels, high-tech wind 
turbines, hydrogen cells, nuclear, large-scale hydropower, etc.:

• Are impossible to build and maintain without non-renewable fossil energy.

• Require non-renewable metals and minerals that have been vastly depleted and 
whose extraction entails enormous ecological destruction and social injustices.

• Have short life spans, necessitating continual replacement, generating tons of 
waste in the process. (Neither the waste nor the metals problems can be waved 
away by the mythical wand of the industrial circular economy).

• Only generate electricity, posing a massive problem since only one-fifth of global 
energy consumption is in the form of electricity and no viable alternatives exist to 
electrify the rest.

• Barely generate surplus energy beyond what it takes to build, distribute, and 
decommission them.



THE CLEAN ENERGY TRUTH

The REAL Green New Deal Project explores genuine sustainable energy alternatives, 
along with corresponding societal changes, in its energy transformation plan, The 
PallasCeres Report.

What's clear is that tweaks at the fringes won't work. Overpopulated, war-based, 
techno-industrial society is a destructive endeavor that has to be fundamentally 
changed. 

Since every aspect of life is made possible by fossil fuels, life without them will look 
entirely different. We need:

• far fewer people (arrived at humanely using the perfeclty ethical tools proven 
out during the golden era of the family planning revolution),

• living far more harmoniously with the Earth,
• reclaiming spirit, the heart, and the sacred,
• reconceptualizing energy and moving into higher levels of its use and expression.


